
Size Guide
Outland Denim 



Apart from a housemate eating your save-it
for-a-bad-day tub of Ben and Jerry's, there's
nothing worse than receiving a pair of jeans
that don't "fit just right". 

So, in order to combat this problem, we've put
together an all-inclusive size guide of all the
tools you'll need to get that perfect-fitting
piece of Outland Denim goodness, including
their epic jeans. 

(Thank you Outland Denim for the info).



The size guides...



Women's Size Guide



Men's Size Guide



Specific Product Recommendations

These are recommendations direct from Outland Denim for their core denim range. 
For any core product/s not listed here, please follow the recommendations on relevant product pages.



The nitty gritty...



For the most accurate measurements, we recommend you don't eat three donuts

beforehand. We do, however, completely condone this for afterwards. Use a

measuring tape to measure. Make sure the tape doesn't have excess slack, but isn't

extremely restricting.  

Measurements

Bust Waist Hips Inseam

Place an end of the
measuring tape on

your crotch and
follow the inseam

down until you reach
your desired length.

Place an end of the
measuring tape on the

fullest part of your
breast and unravel the

tape around behind you
until it meets the original

end. 

Place an end of the
measuring tape on the
narrowest part of your
waist (usually between
the bottom of your rib
cage and your belly

button) and unravel the
tape around behind you
until it meets the original

end. 

Place an end of the
measuring tape on the
fullest part of your hips
and booty, and unravel
the tape around behind

you until it meets the
original end. 



Outland Denim offers rigid/low stretch denim, comfort stretch denim, and high

stretch denim. Variety is the spice of life, right? 

Stretch Guide

Rigid/low stretch Comfort stretch High stretch

With the rigid/low stretch denim,
customers often choose to size

up by half a size (in comparison to
their normal denim size).  

 
As the name suggests, the

rigid/low stretch denim has little
stretch (1% to be exact), and no
elastane. However, this denim is
beautifully soft and comfortable,

will feel firm on first wear, and will
continue to grow softer over time.

With the comfort stretch denim,
Outland Denim recommends

you select the size you
generally wear in denim, as
these pieces fit true to size. 

 
Comfort stretch denim has just
enough stretch for comfort and
movement. This denim will feel
firm on first wear, but will subtly

get more comfortable and
relaxed over time.

With the high stretch denim,
customers often choose to size

down by half a size (in
comparison to their normal

denim size). 
 

This denim is super stretchy, but
does not feel like jeggings. Lol.
Like a good bestie after a not-

so-good break up, it will hold you
and support you, from the no-
gape waistband to the ankle-
hugging hem. It also has great

recovery so it won't lose its
shape. 

 



If you are between two sizes, select the
smaller size.
If your waist and hip measurements are
different sizes, select the size in the middle.
Your jeans will be snug on the first wear, but
should subtly relax by half a size whilst
moulding to your body.
The denim is the premium stretch kind that
will not stretch out of shape over time 

A few notes and recommendations from
Outland Denim:



Denim ages better if it's washed less. Wash
your jeans once a month as opposed to
once a week.
Save energy and save your denim from
damage and fading by washing on a cold
cycle.
Hand wash your denim or put it on a delicate
cycle, and try to opt for a little bit of eco-
friendly fabric softener also.
Avoid the iron like it's your ex. Hang your
denim out to dry instead.

Outland Denim on washing your denim:

Read our Ethical Care Guide for more care tips.


